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CONVENTIONS COURSE 

Lesson Four: Weak Twos 

 

 

Weak Twos are very popular amongst duplicate players but can also be played by social, 

rubber bridge players as they are great fun and mean you can now bid more often with weak 

hands! Think of a weak two opening as a “Mini Pre-empt”, similar to an opening weak three 

bid but with just a 6 card suit. A Weak Two Opening Bid of 2♦, 2♥ or 2♠ shows: 

 

1 6 card suit, with at least 2 honours (suit quality) 

2 5 – 10 points 

 

Note that suit quality is important. If you pass the Rule of 20, then open at the one level. Let’s 

look at some examples: 

 

(i)  (ii)  (iii) (iv)   (v) 

♠ AK7652 ♠ 652 ♠ K876 ♠ 86  ♠ J86532 

♥ 853 ♥ 97 ♥ AJ10743 ♥ KJ9853 ♥ Q75 

♦ 874 ♦ KQ8743 ♦ 95 ♦ AQ32 ♦ K8 

♣ 4 ♣ 76 ♣ 4 ♣ 9  ♣ 94 

 

(i) 2♠ A classic Weak Two with a great suit. 

(ii) 2♦ Non-vulnerable only as this really is weak! 

(iii) 2♥ Fine to have a 4 card major on the side. 

(iv) 1♥ Rule of 20 satisfied.  

(v) Pass Suit too poor in quality 

 

Responding with Weak Hands (0 - 14 points) 

 

Partner should go to “The Level of the Fit”: add their number of cards in opener’s Weak Two 

to theirs and go to that level – the weaker the better as the opponents won’t know whether you 

are bidding to make or spoil! Partner opens a weak 2♥ non vulnerable: 

 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

♠ 96 ♠ Q7 ♠ K75 ♠ Q97 

♥ 8764 ♥ Q87 ♥ J7 ♥ J752 

♦ Q872 ♦ AK87 ♦ A52 ♦ Q84 

♣ J75 ♣ J762 ♣ KQ762 ♣ J65 

 

(i) 4♥ 10 trumps = 10 trick level. Make life tricky for the opponents. 

(ii) 3♥ 9 trumps = 9 trick level 

(iii) Pass Despite 13 points, we would need 3 hearts to support. 

(iv) 4♥  But vulnerable I would downgrade to 3♥ as one can sometimes catch a cold if 

doubled in 4♥ with bad shape, ie 4333! 
 

 

Bidding Blip Alert 

Playing Weak Twos, a player must open most strong hands at the one level, even with 21 or 

22 points (occasionally one can upgrade to an opening 2♣). This also means that Responder 

should always bid with 5+ points, knowing partner could be 21/22. 

 

With 0 – 14 points, respond to a Weak Two by either raising to the Level of the Fit or pass. It 

would be rare to bid your own suit in response to a Weak Two.
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Responding to Weak Twos with Strong Hands (15+ points) 

 

With 15+ points, responder should bid 2NT, an artificial bid asking the Weak Two opener to 

describe their hand further as 5 - 10 points is such a wide range. 

 

Say the bidding has gone  2♥ 2NT  

    ?  The Weak Two Opener rebids as follows: 

  

With lower range, 5 – 7 points, repeat the 6 card suit, i.e. 3♥ 

With upper range, 8 – 10 points, bid as follows, in order of priority: 

 

1. Bid a 4 card major on the side, i.e. 3♠ 

2. Bid 3NT if you have 2 of the top 3 honours in the 6 card suit 

3. Bid your better minor, 3♣ or 3♦. 

 

The 2NT Enquirer can now choose the final contract. They might have located a 4-4 major 

suit fit or decided to leave partner in 3NT (especially after a weak 2♦). However, if you have 

18+ points and support for partner’s major, then there is no point going though 2NT Enquiry, 

just raise immediately to 4♥/4♠. Let’s look at some examples: 

 

Opener  Responder O. R. 

 

♠ KQ10865 ♠ 973 2 ♠ 2NT* 

♥ 765 ♥ AKJ3 3 ♠** Pass 

♦ 87 ♦ A432   * 15+ points enquiry 

♣ 75 ♣ K9   ** Lower range 

 

♠ 85 ♠ AJ4 2 ♦ 2NT* 

♥ K72 ♥ Q963 3NT** Pass 

♦ AQ9743 ♦ K8   * 15+ points enquiry 

♣ 64 ♣ AJ103   **Upper range, 2 of the top 3 ♦ honours 

 

♠ 86 ♠ AQ73 2 ♥ 4 ♥* 

♥ KJ10872 ♥ Q3   * no point bidding 2NT as we 

♦ Q75 ♦ AK84   know 4 ♥ is the final contract 

♣ 65 ♣ K73 

 

♠ K754 ♠ A982 2 ♦* 2NT 

♥ 54 ♥ KQ73 3 ♠** 4 ♠ 

♦ AJ10763 ♦ Q8   * fine with a 4 card major 

♣ 7 ♣ AJ5   ** Upper range with 4 spades 

 

Appendix 

 

1 If you have a very weak 7 card suit (♥ Q875432) then one can also open a 

Weak Two 

2 Defence to Weak Twos is the same as if the opponents had opened at the 

one level, so double for Take Out and suits are natural, non forcing 

3 An overcall of 2NT against an opponents Weak Two shows 15 – 19 points 

and a stopper in the Weak Two suit 

 

 


